The following proposals, received on DAP between the dates listed below, have been approved.

DAP Submission Period: August 1-15, 2021  DAP Approval Date: September 01, 2021

For more information on the DAP process, see the Secretariat’s website.

Approval Route: DAP

Faculty of Science

BIOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Introduction.

Biology 3425F/G – Global Change Biology

This course will investigate concepts and issues associated with the response of organisms, communities and ecosystems to global-scale changes in the environment. Topics covered will include changes in atmospheric CO2 concentration, global warming, changes to the nitrogen cycle, and invasive species biology.

Pre-requisites: Biology 2290F/G; Biology 2483A; Biology 2601A.

Extra Information: 3 lecture hours.

Brescia University College

FAMILY STUDIES AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Introduction.

Family Studies and Human Development 2245A/B: Early Childhood Development

This course offers a multidisciplinary approach to the study of early childhood development in a Canadian context. With chronological unfolding of developmental events, students will learn about child development in ways that are culturally and conceptually meaningful to them.

Antirequisite(s): Psychology 2040A/B, Psychology 2410A/B, Psychology 2480E and the former Psychology 2044.

Prerequisite(s): 1.0 Family Studies and Human Development Courses at the 1000 level, or 1.0 former Family Studies courses at the 1000 level, or permission of instructor.

Extra Information: 3.0 hours.

Course Weight: 0.50

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Introduction.

Family Studies and Human Development 3352A/B: Human Sexuality Across the Life Span

A main focus of this course will be on sexuality throughout the lifespan with an emphasis on diversity of human sexuality using a multi-disciplinary perspective. Areas
covered include intimacy and communication, sexual orientation, sexual variety, coercive sexuality and exploitation, sexual health, and ethics, religion and sexuality.

**Antirequisite(s):** Psychology 2075, Psychology 2076 A/B.

**Prerequisite(s):** 1.0 Family Studies and Human Development Courses at the 2000 level, or 1.0 former Family Studies courses at the 2000 level, or permission of instructor.

**Extra Information:** 3.0 hours.

**Course Weight:** 0.50

### LEADERSHIP STUDIES

**Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.**

**Leadership Studies 2210F/G**

**Prerequisite(s):** Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B, or The former Leadership Studies 1031, the former Dimensions of Leadership 1031 or permission of the department.

**Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.**

**Leadership Studies 2232A/B**

**Prerequisite(s):** Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B, or The former Leadership Studies 1031, the former Dimensions of Leadership 1031 or permission of the department.

**Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.**

**Leadership Studies 2233A/B**

**Prerequisite(s):** Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B, or The former Leadership Studies 1031, the former Dimensions of Leadership 1031 or permission of the department.

**Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.**

**Leadership Studies 2234A/B**

**Prerequisite(s):** Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B, or The former Leadership Studies 1031, the former Dimensions of Leadership 1031 or permission of the department.

**Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.**

**Leadership Studies 2240F/G**

**Prerequisite(s):** Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B, or The former Leadership Studies 1031, the former Dimensions of Leadership 1031 or permission of the department.
former Leadership Studies 1031, the former Dimensions of Leadership 1031 or permission of the department.

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.

Leadership Studies 2330A/B

Prerequisite(s): Leadership Studies 1032A/B and Leadership Studies 1033A/B, or the former Leadership Studies 1031, or permission of the department.

Approval Route: Minor Change

Faculty of Engineering

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Effective September 1, 2021, the following change(s) be made: Course Pre or Corequisite Revision.

Software Engineering 3313A/B

Prerequisite(s): SE 2203A/B, SE 2205A/B, or Computer Science 2210A/B.